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Its underside and rear are smooth, and it has four short legs with two claws on each foot. It has a triangular
head with narrow, red eyes, two fangs protruding from its upper jaw, and small, triangular openings on the
upper sides. A spiked ridge runs along its back, and it has a single short horn on the tip of its snout. The
female has a shorter horn than the male. In addition to its rocky hide, its bones are a thousand times harder
than human bones. When it runs, it forgets why it started and continues until it falls asleep. However, it may
recall the reason upon demolishing something. Rhyhorn runs in a straight line due to its short legs making it
inept at turning. It does not care if obstacles get in the way, merely smashing through them or sending them
flying. Sometimes it may feel pain the day after a collision. Rhyhorn lives in rough terrain. It was used in a
battle against Ash but was defeated by Bulbasaur. Although it was initially unaware of the trio, Ash rushed up
to it and antagonized it. It then cornered the gang at the edge of a cliff, and attempted to charge at them, but
the group was saved by Togepi using Teleport via Metronome , causing Rhyhorn to charge over the cliff. It
was then rescued by Ash and his friends with the help of the resident Officer Jenny. It was used in many races
when Grace was younger. Rhyhorn was used by Serena as part of her Rhyhorn training before she left home.
Rhyhorn later reappeared in A Race for Home! A Rhyhorn appeared in Diancie and the Cocoon of
Destruction. Rhyhorn quickly ran past the racers on the track, before going off-track and riding inside a forest.
After the group got to safety, Serena thanked Rhyhorn for its help and it went back to the racing track. A
Rhyhorn appeared in A Race for Home! Multiple Rhyhorn appeared in Master Class Choices! The Performers
had to attract the most Rhyhorn is a certain period of time. Serena found that most of the Rhyhorn were
attracted to her, allowing her to advance to the next performance. Amelia had her Shiny Dragonair and Espeon
use Attract to bring them over. Two Rhyhorn appeared in the banned episode EP Ash attempted to catch one
in the Safari Zone , but it got away. The second appeared in a flashback.
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List of characters Eugene [1] Harold [2] Krabs [3] born November 30, [4] , simply and more commonly
known as Mr. Krabs, is one of the main characters in the SpongeBob SquarePants franchise. He is voiced by
Clancy Brown and first appears in the episode " Help Wanted. Krabs is a crimson red sea crab who lives in an
anchor with his daughter Pearl. Krabs is extremely greedy and obsessed with money. He will freak out if
anything happens to his money, except in " New Digs ," where he does not care when the money is in the
pickle jar. He treats money as if it is royalty in some aspects. Krabs is mostly respected by SpongeBob, who
sees him as a father figure, while Squidward tends to loathe him. The series exaggerates Mr. He will do almost
anything to obtain or preserve money, no matter how small the amount, usually with no regards to the safety
or well-being of others or even himself. His nemesis and business rival is Sheldon J. Plankton , who was his
best friend in their respective childhoods, but now constantly attempts to steal the Krabby Patty secret
formula. Contents [ show ] Description Mr. Krabs is short, red, portly, very tall eyestalks, a crinkled nose,
large claws, and very short, pointy legs. His vertebrae are also visible on the back of his neck. He wears a light
blue shirt and slackers with a black belt. A sailor or pirate ship often correlates with Mr. Many times when he
appears on-screen, sea-shanty sailor music is playing. Krabs announcing the battle between Karen and Karen
2. Krabs is extremely greedy and miserly, often being portrayed as being just as bad as, if not even worse than
Plankton. His only interest is to have money, and he could not care less for anybody, including his customers,
employees, family, or even himself. He is prone to fits of insanity if he has to give up as much as a penny. He
often goes to irrationally great lengths to acquire or to avoid losing money with little, if any, regard to the
safety or well-being of others or even himself. Krabs always remembers the price for everything he has
bought, which proves his greed has a strong memory. In the same episode, he forces SpongeBob to sell a
contaminated patty that he found under the grill, refusing to let anything that he could potentially make money
with go to waste. Ironically, this results in the Krusty Krab losing weeks of business. Additionally, he has little
respect for royalty. In " Rule of Dumb ," when Patrick is believed to be the king of Bikini Bottom, Krabs
allows him to eat at the Krusty Krab in the hopes of getting more money. Krabs promptly kicks Patrick out
when he discovers that he never intended to pay at all, shouting, "No one eats at my restaurant for free, king or
no king! He has also risen the price of food in " Truth or Square " in which it was the th anniversary of the
Krusty Krab and adds an extra zero on the end of every price on the menu in hopes of getting more money.
There has been at least two occasions where SpongeBob has burst into the Krusty Krab to warn him about
oncoming disaster, only for him to think of it as an opportunity to try to sell them Krabby Patties. The first
attempt was to an oncoming biker gang in " Born to Be Wild. In " Bummer Vacation ," SpongeBob comments
that a nickel is "more than [he makes] in a year. He is also shown to abuse his employees, most notably in "
Fear of a Krabby Patty ," in which he forces them to work nonstop 24 hours a day, seven days a week without
rest for more than 40 days. In " Squid on Strike ," Mr. Krabs gives SpongeBob and Squidward bills instead of
checks on payday, which charge them for any non work-related activity, including standing, breathing, and
even existing. Krabs actually pays him in play money. His safety measures and maintenance of the restaurant
are extremely poor, if not nonexistent, frequently resorting to improvised and obviously inadequate measures
to avoid paying for actual insurance and repairs. In multiple episodes, Mr. Krabs takes advantage of the
situation in order to make money, only to have it backfire later on. SpongeBob bought several things,
including a menu, a microphone, and a light-up arrow. However, Krabs turned it down as he already made a
menu made of napkins, a microphone made of tin cans on a string, and a very small fish-shaped sign, despite
the fact that SpongeBob already paid for them, thus making Mr. Krabs not have to spend anything. Because of
the increase in customers, he keeps knocking more holes in the walls of his restaurant until it eventually
collapses. After an art appraiser tells him that the paintings of a dead artist are a lot more expensive then those
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of an alive artist, he sends Squidward to a series of deliveries to dangerous locations to get him killed in the
process. After through luck Squidward survives all of them, including a delivery to Mars , Krabs in anger
takes out a huge hammer and tries to directly kill him. Squidward in the process is forced to destroy his
paintings and the art appraiser appraises the destruction. Krabs, in hopes of getting money, then destroys his
own restaurant just to impress the appraiser. Krabs then gets angry, but a piece of the roof crushes him and
Squidward. It is then seen that they are displaced in an art museum. Krabs can also be incredibly petty. During
his schemes, he often forces SpongeBob to help him by threatening to fire him. In " Karate Choppers ," he
forces SpongeBob to give up karate altogether, including outside of work, or else he would be fired. In " My
Pretty Seahorse ," Mr. Krabs tells SpongeBob to not just stop bringing Mystery to work, but to get rid of her
entirely, and has on many occasions forced his employees to work nonstop and told them that they could never
go home, which is illegal. Despite his cruel and money-grubbing behavior, Mr. Krabs is not completely
heartless. He has apologized for his actions on occasion, and he does care for his daughter Pearl, going to great
lengths to acquire food for her in " Growth Spout. Additionally, in "Born Again Krabs," he struck a deal with
the Flying Dutchman for a second chance at life because he is a non-cheap, generous man, something that he
did very well until he discovered that he had no money in the cash register. As seen in " Little Yellow Book ,"
even Mr. He also shows some sort of fatherly concern towards SpongeBob and Patrick, making them promise
never to go near the hooks in " Hooky " and forbidding them from using vulgar words in " Sailor Mouth.
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He disguises himself as a boatman, pretends to ferry the protagonists across the river, and captures Tang
Sanzang when they are unaware. As their names suggest, their true forms are a tiger, an elk and an antelope
respectively. Sun Wukong competes with them in a contest of magic powers and lures them into meeting their
respective ends: Tiger is beheaded; Elk is disemboweled; Antelope is fried in boiling oil. He terrorises the
people living near the river and demands that they sacrifice a boy and a girl to him every year or he will cause
flooding. He is no match for Sun Wukong and retreats back to his underwater lair. Sun Wukong learns from
Guanyin later that the demon is actually a goldfish from a lotus pond at Mount Putuo who obtained his powers
after listening to Guanyin reciting the scriptures every day. Guanyin uses a fish basket to trap the demon and
bring him back to the pond. He captures Tang Sanzang and his companions except for Sun Wukong. The
demon is eventually subdued and taken back by Taishang Laojun. Ruyi holds a grudge against Sun Wukong
because of the fate of his nephew, Red Boy, and he behaves in a hostile manner when Sun comes to ask for
water from the spring. Ruyi is eventually outwitted and defeated by Sun Wukong. When the protagonists
arrive in her country, she falls in love with Tang Sanzang and wants to marry him. Her true form is a scorpion
the size of a pipa. She practises Taoist arts for several years and obtains magical powers. The Buddha suffers
from the pain of the sting and instructs his followers to bring the scorpion to him but she has already fled. Sun
Wukong and Zhu Bajie fight with the scorpion but are held back by her poisonous sting. He fights with the
real Sun Wukong and neither of them is able to overcome his opponent. No one is able to differentiate
between the real and the fake Sun Wukong until the two appear before the Buddha, who tells them about the
four spiritual primates. The Six Eared Macaque attempts to flee when he hears the Buddha speak about his
true identity but the Buddha traps him under a giant golden alms bowl. The macaque is then killed by Sun
Wukong. In the early chapters of the novel, he becomes sworn brothers with Sun Wukong and five other
demon kings. He appears again in a later chapter when the protagonists arrive at the Flaming Mountains along
their journey. In the ensuing fight against Sun Wukong and Zhu Bajie, Bull Demon King reveals his true form,
a giant white bull, and attempts to charge towards his opponents. Her true form is a vixen. She is killed by Zhu
Bajie. It is taken away by Sun Wukong. Sun Wukong uncovers the truth when he and his companions arrive in
Jisai. The dragon king and his family are eventually killed by Sun Wukong and Zhu Bajie. Sun Wukong
enlists the help of celestial forces to deal with the demons. She is slain by Zhu Bajie. Their respective forms
are a sheatfish and a blackfish respectively. Sun Wukong discovers them while cleaning the pagoda and
captures them. Their true forms are a pine tree, a cedar tree, a juniper tree and a bamboo tree respectively.
Tang Sanzang encounters them in the temple and discusses poetry with them. Sun Wukong sees through their
disguise and tells Zhu Bajie when the latter asks him if he detects any demons in the vicinity. Zhu Bajie then
destroys all the trees. Tang Sanzang is shocked and he scolds Zhu Bajie for killing innocents because the
spirits never harmed him, but Sun Wukong explains that it is best to eliminate the spirits now in case they
become evil in the future. Tang Sanzang, Zhu Bajie and Sha Wujing fall for his ruse as they mistakenly
believe that they have reached their destination, and are captured by him. Sun Wukong escapes later and
brings various divine forces to help him counter the demon but Yellow Brows uses the Human Sack to trap all
the reinforcements. At the critical moment, Maitreya shows up and suggests to Sun Wukong to transform into
a watermelon. The unsuspecting Yellow Brows eats the watermelon and Sun Wukong causes agony to the
demon inside his stomach. Yellow Brows surrenders and is eventually taken back by Maitreya. He is armed
with a pair of spears. His true form is a giant python with red scales and glowing eyes. He has eaten many
people and animals living in that area. He meets his end when Sun Wukong enters his body and breaks out of
his stomach. Sun Wukong uses tricks to steal the bells from Sai Tai Sui and then uses them against the demon.
The demon is eventually subdued and taken back by Guanyin. As their names suggest, their true forms are
spiders. Tang Sanzang stumbles upon their thatched hut while begging for alms and tries to leave after
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suspecting that they are demons. However, it is too late as the demons emit spider silk from their navels and
spin a web to trap Tang Sanzang. They are defeated by Sun Wukong later and have no choice but to release
Tang Sanzang. The spiders are later squashed to death by Sun Wukong. He has a thousand eyes that radiate
brilliant golden light to confuse his enemies and victims. The spiders approach him for help in taking revenge
after their defeat at the hands of Sun Wukong. He offers the protagonists poisoned drinks when they stop for a
rest at his temple but Sun Wukong sees through his ruse. He seizes Tang Sanzang and holds him hostage,
while Sun Wukong captures the seven spiders. He refuses to exchange Tang Sanzang for his juniors and Sun
Wukong kills the spiders in anger. He is armed with a bronze saber. He is capable of transforming himself into
several times bigger or smaller than his normal size. It is said that he once showed up uninvited at a peach
feast hosted by the Queen Mother of the West and wanted to fight for the rulership of Heaven. The Jade
Emperor sent , celestial troops to capture the demon, who turned into a giant monster and devoured the entire
army in one gulp. The Azure Lion swallows Sun Wukong, who causes trouble inside his stomach. The Lion
then pretends to agree to open his mouth and let Sun Wukong out, but intends to bite him to death when he
comes out. However, Sun Wukong sticks out his weapon instead and the demon breaks his teeth after biting
on the staff. The Azure Lion is eventually subdued and taken back by Manjusri. He appears as a giant with an
elephant-like face, and is armed with a spear. He has a long nose capable of trapping enemies and crushing
them. While fighting with Zhu Bajie, he uses his nose to wrap around him and capture him. He is eventually
subdued and taken back by Samantabhadra. After a while, the victim trapped inside the flask will be reduced
to a bloody mash. He uses the flask to trap Sun Wukong but the latter breaks out and the flask is rendered
useless because its essence has been spilt. The Buddha shows up to subdue the demon and take him back to
Vulture Peak. The king then issues an order to capture 1, children and imprison them in cages. She was
captured by Li Jing and Nezha , and was supposed to be killed, but the Buddha told them to spare her life, and
she was so grateful that she acknowledged Li Jing as her godfather and Nezha as her godbrother. She is armed
with a pair of swords. Tang Sanzang takes pity on her and lets her accompany them to a nearby temple, but
Sun Wukong sees through her cover. She ate six monks in the temple and captures Tang Sanzang when Sun
Wukong and the others are distracted. Sun Wukong finds out her true identity later and brings Li Jing and
Nezha to subdue her and take her back to Heaven. He has already killed 9, monks when the protagonists arrive
in Miefa. To evade trouble, the protagonists disguise themselves as horse traders and hide in a big cupboard in
an inn. However, that night, the cupboard is stolen by thieves but is recovered by the authorities and brought
to the court. Sun Wukong cast sleeping spells on the royal household and officials and shaved their heads. The
next morning, the king wakes up and is shocked to see that he, his family members, and his subjects are bald,
just like Buddhist monks. He is less powerful than other demons in the novel, but is considered one of the
wittiest. Sun Wukong infiltrates his lair and casts a sleeping spell on the demon and his minions and saves
Tang Sanzang. The demon is slain by Zhu Bajie just as he awakes, and his true form is revealed to be a
leopard with mugwort-shaped patterns on its body. The boy in charge of looking after the lion once secretly
drank a special potion and fell asleep for three days in Heaven equivalent to three years in the human world.
The lion seizes the opportunity to escape. The lion demons living around that area revere him as their grand
ancestor. He is angered when he learns that his god-grandson, the Tawny Lion Demon, has been killed by Sun
Wukong, and wants to take revenge. He is eventually subdued by Taiyi Jiuku Tianzun and taken back to
Heaven. He is a god-grandson of the Nine Headed Lion. Sun Wukong and his companions attack his cave and
slaughter him and his minions to take back their weapons. His death is the catalyst for the conflict between the
protagonists and the Nine Headed Lion. They honour the Nine Headed Lion as their grand ancestor. They are
captured by Sun Wukong and his companions and executed. They are armed with a battleaxe, a broadsword,
and a rattan staff respectively.
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A stampede of Elephants and Rhinos! But good luck trying to outrun them! Even an Elephant can run almost
15 miles per hour! And Rhinos are faster than Elephants! And do you hear that snorting sound? That means
that the Rhino is really upset! Rhinoceroses are, generally, solitary animals that prefer to live an independent
life. White Rhinos tend to be a little more social. However, they all demand their own territories, particularly
the males of the species. In order to ensure that they can secure their territory, certain behaviour has been
established. This behaviour is sometimes aggressive, and sometimes displayed merely as a warning. In order
to scare off intruders, rhinos will usually charge at them. Because their eyesight is not at all good, this is a
blind charge and can even lead to them running straight into a tree or other foliage. When running, a rhino can
reach speeds of about 55 kilometres per hour or around 35 miles per hour. The Rhinoceros has a reputation for
being an extremely aggressive animal, since they attack out of fear, confusion and panic. Due to their very
poor eyesight they will charge at anything that surprises them if they sense a threat. They have even been
observed to charge tree trunks and termite mounds. Their natural strength and wild animal fury make them
very dangerous Jumanji animals. As the rumble increases, a herd of Rhinos stampede into the living room and
dining room, were they charge and destroy all the furniture and china in their path. The Rhinos and the
damage they made disappear when the game is completed. The stampede wrecks the Parrish mansion and
eventually they reach town, causing mass hysteria in their path and nearly crushing Peter Shepherd inside the
abandoned car. The stampede later spook Nora Shepherd on her way home, witnessing one particular Rhino
struggling to keep up with the other animals. This blocks the player from moving normally. If the player rolls
an even number, he can go around the Rhino. Rolling a Rope on the rescue die within 5 seconds will defeat
the Rhino threat. Each Jigsaw has a different style but all three have pieces each. Against a jungle green
background, the bronze zig-zag binds the stylised portraits of Van Pelt , a Monkey , a Rhinoceros and an
Elephant against deep jungles, the vast lake and volcanic activity all unified by the speared Jumanji name.
Jumanji Animals A collection of different Jumanji animals that appeared in the film. Tiny Bites Rhino Totem:
The player controls Judy Shepard, alone in the dark attic, swatting away bats and mosquitoes with a tennis
racquet, while avoiding spiders, which eat the other enemies but can also harm the player. Some Rhinos
shown to possess sharp pointed teeth, even though they are herbivores. Rhinos would tend to act on their own
accord and charge at anything that agitated them, but they could be scared off by witnessing the glowing dice
when taken into the game by Alan, backing away while demonstrating futile shows of aggression. A Rhino
backs away from the dice. As well as having mounted Rhino heads in his Lodge, Van Pelt had at least one
stuffed Rhinoceros on display in his living room. Van Pelt regretted not being able to take the animal home
because of its size and had to settle for the horn as his trophy, gaining a sentimental attachment to the horn and
was furious when it was stolen from him. However, this was not the case as he was ambushed by one after
explaining its value to his enemies. The robber Jack later ended up being chased by the Juroceros after stealing
the chest containing the horn after he incorrectly believed it contained emeralds. In a desperate bid to save
himself and Tribal Bob, Peter held out his t-shirt like a bull-fighter and successfully blinded the Rhino into
falling right off, narrowing missing Alan Parrish and the talking Manji key below, referring to it as a "Sky
Rhino". The Rhino portrait on the leaflet. Although the LCD Game uses characters and art-styles from the
animated series, the Rhinoceros portrait from the Milton Bradley Board Game appears on the front cover of
the packing leaflet of the Hasbro LCD Jumanji game, but does not actually appear in the game itself. In the
film, a herd of Rhinos act as the hazard of the Canyon level. Bravestone Spencer noticed that Finbar Fridge
had two lives left and threw him out of the chopper to distract the Rhino crash while Bravestone Spencer
retrieved the Jewel, knowing that the Rhino herd would pursue and quickly trample Finbar Fridge to death,
allowing him to re-spawn, enter from high above and land in the chopper to safety. After the players escaped
the game and return to the real world, they destroyed the Jumanji computer game using a Rhino brand bowling
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ball. In the closing credits, an illustration of a stampede of Rhinos appears on the Map of Jumanji, next to the
credited director of photography Gyula Pados, HSC. Rhino Run On the official site of Jumanji: Welcome to
the Jungle , the namesake game Rhino Run has Rhinoceroses as dangerous hazards. They appear randomly on
the fixed routes and can only be avoided but can also be passed through when the characters ride an Elephant
when picking up a powerup. As playable characters pass through levels, the game speed increases and makes
Rhinos and other hazards even harder to avoid.
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The signal rings out; It is not Al and Bob but Salvador, completely terrified, because someone stole his
painting "The melting mangoes"! Episode 4 Nestor comes asking the Jungle Bunch for help. They see that the
Jungle Bunch is getting ready for a new mission, they decide to follow them from far. Episode 6 Gemeine
Hamster A little hamster is searching for the Jungle Bunch, her family fell in the bottomless pit of the forest of
shadows. Episode 8 Abracadabra Two bats come to ask for help from the Jungle Bunch. They were evicted
from their cave by a magician mandrill who finds that their cave is the ideal place to settle down and perform
magic tricks. Episode 9 Die Smaragd-Papaya Marla comes to meet for the Jungle Bunch, the moment has
come for the delicious green pawpaw to bloom. Episode 10 All Bets Are Off Some animals claim that the
otters running the casino are cheating and winning all the fruit. Meanwhile Gilbert is taken by the gambling
fever and loses the Jungle Cave. She went to a wrestling competition where Junior also is. The referee El Popo
does everything to make his son winâ€¦ but the Jungle Bunch and Lola have not said their last word. Episode
12 Mammoths Rule! Lucette the mole comes to see the Jungle Bunch. During her honeymoon trip, she fell
into a time trap and her husband got kidnapped by mammoths. They search the place and discover the
mammoths or rather elephants forced by their leader to disguise. They are going to discover that the Secret
Mole steals watermelons for orphans who have nothing to eat. When the Jungle Bunch arrive at Cactus City
they discover that the sheriff is Captain Cahouete â€” he wants to convince everybody that the Jungle Bunch
are the thieves. On the spot, the Jungle Bunch discover a troop of rabbits, all identical. The leader threatens
them and suggests that the Jungle Bunch join his army. Maurice, who was surprised not to be called, decides
to investigate. They reach the beach and discover a huge statue representing Koro, a mandrill. They are all
made prisoners by the monkeys, except for Miguel. Episode 18 Tarsier in Danger Gilbert is disturbed by the
noise that his friends are making, and decides to leave and stay in the jungle. When the signal rings out, the
Jungle Bunch see a hot-air balloon in the sky. Melina has kidnapped Gilbert and intends to make him work for
her. Episode 19 Guava or Pawpaw? The Jungle Bunch discover that the meerkats are victims of a villain who
gives them fake fruit in exchange of objects. Hector will be the referee, but he is blind and needs the help of
the Jungle Bunch in order to watch the competitors. In particular Chucky the king who would do whatever it
takes to win. The Jungle Bunch will try stop this ice-cold disaster. Episode 22 An Explosive Duel Melina
arrives disguised as an old woman at the Jungle Bunch lair, she claims that her grandson is in danger in the
Swamp of the Death. Once there, Gilbert understands that Melina lied, and a big fight between scientists
breaks out in the den. Gilbert dives with an improvised submarine together with Junior. They have to face eels
and a huge octopus. Ernest and Gilbert show a new source of energy: The Natural Gas Compressor. Vladimir
manages to steal it and the Jungle Bunch have to make every effort to get the genius invention back. The
Jungle Bunch go to the village of the jerboas and beat the koalas. But the koalas come back again, and The
Jungle bunch have to teach the jerboas how to defend the village by themselves. Episode 26 Rabbit Trickeries
Jeremy, a jerboa, is searching for the Jungle Bunch as a gang of koalas steals the fruit from his village. They
beat the koalas but when they leave the koalas come back again. The Jungle bunch must teach the jerboas how
to defend the village by themselves Episode 27 The Good, the Baddies and the Intern Some stupid bad guys
want to prove they are the strongest guys around. One is supposed to kidnap the mastermind of the Jungle
Bunch, but brings Miguel instead. He asks him to build a robot, so Miguel builds them a robot too big to go
out of their cave. The others are bitten at their turn. Junior is the last hope for the Jungle Bunch! Episode 29
Caset Their Nets Gilbert is studying a very dangerous mosquito, carrier of the blue fever; the mosquito-tiger
escapes and the Jungle Bunch will try to neutralize it. After a speed-chase, Gilbert manages to catch the
mosquito. The koalas use them to go fetch all what is needed for the cooking of their famous paste to spread.
Episode 31 Hibertarsus Nestor finds a block of ice that has a black and hairy tarsier inside. Gilbert is very
excited and decides to defrost the Australotarsus! Unfortunately, he realises that his ancestor looks more like
the Tasmanian devil than to a scientific genius! Episode 32 A Sticky Situation Roger and Stanislas are
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unintentionally stuck, because of a sticky fruit. The Jungle Bunch have to find some rare ingredients to make a
mixture that will unglue them. Episode 33 Saving Junior Junior is kidnapped by raccoons that threaten to hurt
him. Junior will be returned to Maurice, safe and sound, on condition that the Jungle Bunch bring Nin-nin the
lovey to the bad guy Viggo! Episode 34 SOS Meteorid Ernest comes to see the Jungle Bunch team to tell them
that an asteroid is going to hit the Jungle in less than three hours, unfortunately he made the asteorid deflect
with one of his invention Episode 35 Furies on the Prowl A gang of bad guys called the "Furies on the prowl"
steal the water of the desert! The Jungle Bunch have to stop them. They build a "Jungle Machine" to chase the
gang before they steal the last drop of water in the desert! He discovers that Vladimir leads an army of
oyster-ninja. Junior has to break the promise made to his father: At one point she lets the letters-bag.
Unluckily the bag joined the bags of the mole rats. The JB will have to organize a heist to get the letters back
and to be ready for the Feast. He sways Victor, the greatest fan of the Jungle Bunch, to learn their weakness.
With this knowledge Mickey could become a very dangerous villainâ€¦ or not. The eggs are now scattered
through the Jungle and soon will hatch out! No time to waste, the JB will have to split and to succeed in this
big "eggs-hunt"â€¦ Episode 40 Inseparable Duo Al and Bob tell us how they became friends. Before forming
the inseparable duo, the toads were rival detectives. But, just as in a buddy movie, a tough misson forces them
to work together. And this will be the beginning of the great friendship. Episode 41 Beware of the Gorilla
Miguel leaves the lair of the Jungle Bunch for a few days to visit his family. Unfortunately holidays are not as
quiet as he thought. Miguel has to help his family winning a soccer match. But those flowers are surrounded
by quicksand Episode 43 A Fishbowl for Two The piranha joins Junior in the water and takes part of a
training, everyone is surprised. The Jungle Bunch will have to catch the robbers. Unfortunately the mini
Jungle bunch discover the secret gift and begin to play on it Episode 45 Jungle Giggles Some hyenas go to the
Jungle Bunch lair to ask them to carry a box containing a laughing gas. The smoke of the volcano will soon
spread it all over the Jungle, and the hyenas will be free to rob the whole Jungleâ€¦ Episode 46 Phantoms The
Jungle Bunch are called for a mission in a cave but an explosion obstructs the unique exit. Batricia flies away
and escape. Bad koalas have decided to replace the Jungle Bunch. But Batricia is determined to free her
friends and to trap the koalas. Episode 47 Invaders from the Deep Marla comes to the Jungle Bunch because a
disaster is about to happen! She speaks about a mysterious resident of the jungle who is in great danger. The
Jungle Bunch have to protect him and they leave to discover who is the person who needs to be savedâ€¦
Episode 48 Surpriise! A racoon comes to the Jungle Bunch, all his uncles have been kidnapped. Vladimir did
it, he wants the racoons to make a huge statue for him. Miguel and Gilbert are the only one to go. But they will
have to face a robbery attempt! The Jungle Bunch leave with Salvador to find his brother. Episode 51 Patator
Gilbert is delighted: The Jungle Bunch will have to stop this robot invasion. He then attends the kidnapping of
the mini Jungle Bunch to show how intelligence can be usefull in a missionâ€¦ You May Also Like.
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Rhino provides enhanced performance and a variety of attractive color options.

Judoon wore heavy black armour. Smith and Jones Other In the 25th century , the Judoon were able to
remotely lock down the communication and transport systems of spaceships. Gangland The Judoon were
originally a warlike race. They became mercenaries for various Galactic organisations, including the Padrivole
Regency and the Shadow Proclamation. Gangland In , the Judoon were among the races who joined the
Alliance. They came to Stonehenge and helped imprison the Eleventh Doctor in the Pandorica in order to save
the universe. He was bound in chains and forced to perform. Hot on his tail, the Sixth Doctor followed closely
behind and met the same fate. As they abducted Balmoral Castle during this, the misunderstanding would be
known as "the Balmoral Incident". As a result of this, the Judoon were banned from Earth. Revenge of the
Judoon As events transpired, however, this ban was ultimately temporary. The member of the Imperium used
the time-gun on them and wiped them from history. The Forgotten At some point after the s , the Judoon came
to Earth, despite it being out of their jurisdiction. They came to the house on Allen Road , looking for an Eye
of Akasha. The Fifth Doctor followed them and was forced to help them look for it after they threatened
Tegan. He handed it over and let them leave, but using sleight of hand he switched the Eye with a cricket ball.
The Plasmavore had drunk the blood of a human , though, and passed as a human to their scanners. The Tenth
Doctor was able to make her drink his blood, making her seem like an alien again. Martha Jones then
convinced the Judoon to check her again. Finding her to be the alien they sought, they killed her. The Judoon
then returned the hospital to Earth. Revenge of the Slitheen.
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The white rhinoceros is actually grey The black rhinoceros has a beak shaped lip and is similar in color to the
white rhinoceros The Indian rhinoceros has a single horn Smaller in size than the Indian rhinoceros, the Javan
rhinoceros also has a single horn The Sumatran rhinoceros is the smallest of the rhino species Main article:
White rhinoceros There are two subspecies of white rhinoceros: As of , the southern subspecies has a wild
population of 20, â€” making them the most abundant rhino subspecies in the world. However, the northern
subspecies is critically endangered, with all that is known to remain being two captive females. There is no
conclusive explanation of the name "white rhinoceros". A popular idea that "white" is a distortion of either the
Afrikaans word wyd or the Dutch word wijd or its other possible spellings whyde, weit, etc. The
head-and-body length is 3. On its snout it has two horns. The white rhinoceros also has a prominent muscular
hump that supports its relatively large head. The colour of this animal can range from yellowish brown to slate
grey. Most of its body hair is found on the ear fringes and tail bristles, with the rest distributed rather sparsely
over the rest of the body. White rhinos have the distinctive flat broad mouth that is used for grazing. Black
rhinoceros The name "black rhinoceros" Diceros bicornis was chosen to distinguish this species from the
white rhinoceros Ceratotherium simum. This can be confusing, as the two species are not truly distinguishable
by color. There are four subspecies of black rhino: South-central Diceros bicornis minor , the most numerous,
which once ranged from central Tanzania south through Zambia , Zimbabwe and Mozambique to northern and
eastern South Africa ; South-western Diceros bicornis occidentalis which are better adapted to the arid and
semi-arid savannas of Namibia , southern Angola , western Botswana and western South Africa; East African
Diceros bicornis michaeli , primarily in Tanzania ; and West African Diceros bicornis longipes which was
declared extinct in November Sometimes, a third smaller horn may develop. During the latter half of the 20th
century, their numbers were severely reduced from an estimated 70, [16] in the late s to a record low of 2, in
Since then, numbers have been steadily increasing at a continental level with numbers doubling to 4, by the
end of Its thick, silver-brown skin folds into the shoulder, back, and rump, giving it an armored appearance.
Its upper legs and shoulders are covered in wart -like bumps, and it has very little body hair. Shoulder height is
1. However, because of human influence, they now exist in only several protected areas of India in Assam ,
West Bengal , and a few pairs in Uttar Pradesh and Nepal , plus a few pairs in Lal Suhanra National Park in
Pakistan. They are confined to the tall grasslands and forests in the foothills of the Himalayas. Javan
rhinoceros The Javan rhinoceros Rhinoceros sondaicus is one of the most endangered large mammals in the
world. It is also the least known rhino species. Like the closely related, and larger, Indian rhinoceros , the
Javan rhino has a single horn. Its hairless, hazy gray skin falls into folds into the shoulder, back, and rump,
giving it an armored appearance. Its length reaches 3. Though once widespread throughout Asia, by the s they
were nearly hunted to extinction in Nepal , India , Burma , Peninsular Malaysia , and Sumatra for the
supposed medical powers of their horns and blood. The last known Javan rhino in Vietnam was reportedly
killed for its horn in by Vietnamese poachers. Now only Java contains the last Javan rhinos. Sumatran
rhinoceros The Sumatran rhinoceros Dicerorhinus sumatrensis is the smallest extant rhinoceros species, as
well as the one with the most hair. It can be found at very high altitudes in Borneo and Sumatra. Due to habitat
loss and poaching , their numbers have declined and it has become the most threatened rhinoceros. About
Sumatran rhinos are believed to remain. There are three subspecies of Sumatran rhinoceros: A mature rhino
typically stands about 1. Like the African species, it has two horns; the larger is the front 25â€”79 centimetres
9. Males have much larger horns than the females. Hair can range from dense the densest hair in young calves
to sparse. The color of these rhinos is reddish brown. The body is short and has stubby legs. The lip is
prehensile. Sumatran rhinoceros are on the verge of extinction due to loss of habitat and illegal hunting. Once
they were spread across South-east Asia, but now they are confined to several parts of Indonesia and Malaysia
due to reproductive isolation. There were D. It has been found through DNA comparison that the Sumatran
rhinoceros is the most ancient extant rhinoceros and related to the extinct Eurasian woolly rhino species,
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Coelodonta. In Alan Rabinowitz publicly denounced governments, NGOs, and other institutions for lacking in
their attempts to conserve the Sumatran rhinoceros. To conserve it, they would have to relocate them from
small forests to breeding programs that could monitor their breeding success. To boost reproduction, the
Malaysian and Indonesian governments could also agree to exchange the gametes of the Sumatran and smaller
Bornean subspecies. The Indonesian and Malaysian governments have also proposed a single management
unit for these two ancient subspecies. Fossils of Hyrachyus eximus found in North America date to this period.
This small hornless ancestor resembled a tapir or small horse more than a rhino. Three families, sometimes
grouped together as the superfamily Rhinocerotoidea , evolved in the late Eocene, namely the Hyracodontidae,
Amynodontidae and Rhinocerotidae. Hyracodontidae Hyracodontidae , also known as "running rhinos",
showed adaptations for speed, and would have looked more like horses than modern rhinos. The smallest
hyracodontids were dog-sized; the largest was Paraceratherium , one of the largest known land mammals that
ever existed. The hornless Paraceratherium was almost seven metres high, ten metres long, and weighed as
much as 15 tons. Like a giraffe , it ate leaves from trees. Hyracodontids spread across Eurasia from the
mid-Eocene to early Miocene. Amynodontidae The Amynodontidae, also known as "aquatic rhinos",
dispersed across North America and Eurasia , from the late Eocene to early Oligocene. The amynodontids
were hippopotamus -like in their ecology and appearance, inhabiting rivers and lakes, and sharing many of the
same adaptations to aquatic life as hippos. Rhinocerotidae[ edit ] The family of all modern rhinoceros, the
Rhinocerotidae, first appeared in the Late Eocene in Eurasia. The earliest members of Rhinocerotidae were
small and numerous; at least 26 genera lived in Eurasia and North America until a wave of extinctions in the
middle Oligocene wiped out most of the smaller species. However, several independent lineages survived.
Menoceras , a pig-sized rhinoceros, had two horns side-by-side. The North American Teleoceras had short
legs, a barrel chest and lived until about 5 million years ago. The last rhinos in the Americas became extinct
during the Pliocene. Modern rhinos are thought to have begun dispersal from Asia during the Miocene. Two
species survived the most recent period of glaciation and inhabited Europe as recently as 10, years ago: The
woolly rhinoceros appeared in China around 1 million years ago and first arrived in Europe around , years ago.
It reappeared , years ago, alongside the woolly mammoth , and became numerous. Elasmotherium was two
meters tall, five meters long and weighed around five tons, with a single enormous horn, hypsodont teeth and
long legs for running. Both the Coelodonta and Elasmotherium survived through the late Pleistocene when
climate fluctuations, increased predation by newer predators such as hyenas and human hunting led to their
extinction. The Sumatran rhino was closely related to the woolly rhinoceros, but not to the other modern
species. The Indian and Javan rhinos are closely related and form a more recent lineage of Asian rhino. The
ancestors of early Indian and Javan rhino diverged 2â€”4 million years ago. The lineages containing the living
species diverged by the early Pliocene 1.
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Chapter 9 : Rhinoceros - Wikipedia
The Indian rhinoceros, or greater one-horned rhinoceros, (Rhinoceros unicornis) has a single horn 20 to 60 cm long. It is
nearly as large as the African white rhino. Its thick, silver-brown skin folds into the shoulder, back, and rump, giving it an
armored appearance.
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